Greetings! If you’ve made it this far,
congratulations, you’ve made it.
On behalf of myself, the staff of Weirdo
Canyon Dispatch, the crew behind the
scenes putting this thing together at the
013 and a whole bunch of other people I
have no right to speak for, welcome to
(Pretend) Roadburn!

more expansive in its scope than ever.
You might feel like you’re late to the
party, but you’re not. At all. The party is
just starting, and the party is always
changing, and the party is welcoming.
REALLY. WELCOMING.
I got asked a little bit ago to talk about
what (Real) Roadburn means to me. This
is my (Pretend) 12th visit to Tilburg in
Springtime, and I’ll endeavor to keep it
quick. Three points.
ROADBURN IS COMMUNITY.

Maybe this is your first time here. And
why not? Roadburn has grown bigger and

I don’t mock people who go to church
anymore. Roadburn is that place for me
that feels like home. It is somewhere that
speaks to my spirit and rejuvenates the
things that make me. I hope you can find
that here, and if you’re new, don’t be shy.
Ask for directions if you need them.

Talk to people. They’re good people.
You’ll like them.
ROADBURN IS STUBBORN.

Harsh noise, black metal, death, doom,
decay, avant garde visions of pain and
hurt. But there’s beauty in all of it. The
joy of catharsis. The passion of release.
The sheer gall of some of it. Open your
mind a little and reach beyond your
comfort zone, and you’ll find your
(Pretend) Roadburn experience is that
much richer for it.

By that I mean Roadburn will not give up
its search. Roadburn will not stagnate. It
will not stop growing. It will not stop
exploring new ideas and new patterns of
expression. Just look at this (Pretend) year’s
lineup. It’s not just about bringing bands
together, it’s about creating once-in-alifetime moments of art and thought. All
you have to do is be here to be a part of it.
And you’re here, so again, congratulations.

Be kind to each other. (Pretend)
Roadburn comes but once a year. Let’s
all gather together, veterans and firsttimers and everyone in-between, and
make the most of it.

ROADBURN IS BEAUTIFUL.

Rejoice, my friends. We’re home.
- JJ Koczan

There’s some shit going down over the next
few days that’s pretty ugly on the surface.

Even if you missed it, you've probably
read about it in the news, but there's no
substitute for having witnessed and been
a part of Roadburn's most rebel, punk
rock moments ever – taking advantage of
that this would be one of their last
shows, and after seeing so many
Roadburners lamenting the fact that the
Het Patronaat wasn't part of the festival
anymore, Early Graves packed up their
gear during lunchtime, enlisted every fan
they met from the Koepelhal back to the
013, and together stormed the Patronaat
for one final devastating show there.
As plastic trinkets and bewildered punters
littered the streets, the 25 minutes of
Goner was almost all played in the middle
of the room. As we remembered the
much-missed Makh Daniels, the words
"I'm tired of fighting wars I just can't win
/ you just can't fucking win / I give up."
from Give Up made so much sense as the
police finally broke up the impromptu
show and cleared the chaotic showroom.
It was a festival kick-off for the ages,
and it seemed to have encouraged every
other band to step up their game. Vile
Creature & Bismuth's commissioned
piece was taken to stratospheric heights
by the unexpected apparition of Jarboe to
sing the final fifteen minutes, and a
rumour that both Peter and Caspar
Brötzmann would guest on the Dead
Neanderthals show made us run to the
Hall Of Fame. Of the two, only Peter
ended up performing, but any
disappointment was made up that Luca

from Zu picked up his saxophone in what
turned out to be an unforgettable earshattering noise-jazz improv battle.
Our first visit to the new Engine Room
had to be delayed, though we hear Pijn &
Conjurer made some structural damage to
the ceiling with their excessive volume,
but it was all worth it to catch Lingua
Ignota's re-imagining of Caligula.
Entering the stage covered in black paint
and riding a horse called "Consul",
Kristin performed the whole album
acapella, on horseback, and singing the
lyrics in reverse. At the same time,
several tattoo artists roamed the Main
Stage area offering to give everyone the
CALIGULA chest tattoo for free during
the performance.
For the I AM THE BEAST culmination, a
crucified Diamanda Galás rose from the
stage, covered in blood, and the two
women ended the show by shrieking out a
medley of Sono L'Antichristo and Lana
del Rey's Video Games.

Such a terrifyingly intense sequence of
shows needed a bit of a come-down, and

it was up to 40 Watt Sun. Patrick Walker
played slowed-down versions of all the
The Inside Room while two young girls
in black cloaks threw boxes of paper
tissues into the audience, and when the
final chords of This Alone died down
and we thought we had no more liquids
in our body left to produce tears with
(despite all the beer), June Tabor was
unveiled, singing a song Walker had
written specifically for her, closing out in
such an emotional way that Roadburn
provided free counsellors should any of
us need to talk about ‘stuff’.
We still tried to mope our way into the
Terminal stage to catch Full Of Hell, but
after seeing a couple of fans being
dragged away with broken legs and
collarbones, still trying to get back in
despite the medical staff telling them
they shouldn't, we decided to try
Primitive Man's Ethan Lee McCarthy's
drone alter-ego, Many Blessings. I will
now have to live with tinnitus and the
Hall Of Fame will need new paint on the
wall, but it was worth it – especially for
that surprisingly soul-crushing cover of
Europe's The Final Countdown. This
meant we missed Julie Christmas' special
set of Christmas songs, but we're told
that her take on Live At Roadburn is to
be released in December. Jingle Bell
Rock was something to die for.
The day was weighing on us by then,
when pictures of farms and straw hats
with skateboards photoshopped in them
started
appearing
on
Roadburn's
Instagram stories. As we were on our
way to False's acoustic set with Lana Del
Rabies'
special
xylophone
guest
appearance (they merged their two

concerts, apparently),it dawned on us that
this weirdness probably meant something
was going to happen in the skate park.
Upon entering, there were a few dozen
curious Roadburners who thought the
same all staring at a pile of hay in the
center of the room.

At 10.30pm, William Elliott Whitmore
emerged from the hay, guitar in hand, and
played a set made of his songs that I've
heard the most, as informed by my last.fm
account. Walter came up to me and hugged
me, saying that this was my early birthday
gift. I was speechless and teary-eyed, and I
take this opportunity to send kudos his
way. At the same time, it seems Russian
Circles playing an hour and a half set
based on just one riff that we were sad to
miss. The final surprise reserved by this
grandiose starting day was Tau And The
Drones Of Praise stepping off stage in the
middle of their far-out performance and
leading everyone outside, where the
accordion guy was waiting alongside Scott
"Dr. Space" Heller in full wizard garb for a
mind-expanding collaboration set.
With our head in the clouds, almost
literally, we tremble at what Roadburn
might still have in store for us in the next
few days!

After a much talked about performance at
Roadburn 2018 Mizmor returns to the
Koepelhal to perform its recently released
and much lauded third record, Cairn in
full on Sunday. I hit up Mizmor
mastermind A.L.N. to talk about career
retrospectives, what went into the
preparation of performing Cairn in full,
and what bands he is planning to see.

"Yodh" and I personally am glad about
the path it's taken. A big part of that is my
personal journey and inner life, which is
at a more stable, healthy, positive, and
lucid state. I am humbled to get to bare
my heart to the audience about topics I
feel carry immense importance, like the
dangers of religion and suicide.
Another difference is in the line-up. Our
original live drummer, M.S.W., has
moved away from Oregon and Nate
Myers now plays drums for us. Nate and I
already gel from having played together
in Hell for so many years, and he even
filled in on a couple songs in 2018 at
Migration Fest when M.S.W. had a
broken ankle, so he is a natural fit and
filling the spot wonderfully.

1. What has changed since you played
Yodh in full at Roadburn 2018?
A lot has changed since Mizmor's last
performance at Roadburn. I released a
new album, "Cairn," which we are
playing in full this time. "Cairn," both in
style and theme, has evolved from

2. How do you look back at your
career at this point, how do you
perceive your journey as/with/through
Mizmor?
I look back on my career so far and feel
incredibly fortunate and grateful.
Mizmor's beginnings were humble and
my scope and intention for the project
was entirely personal. I am so thankful to
have a growing audience with which my
music resonates.

It's all a dream come true, honestly. It's
fascinating that something so personally
tragic for me could propel any form of
success, however modest, but it also makes
sense and given this platform I will do my
best
to
convey
my
experience
transparently and speak out against
religion and faith.

Everyone's support has been a positive
force in coaxing me out further, bringing
me to a place where I can freely speak of
the struggles I've gone through to a
community of people who can relate, and
that's truly powerful. Thank you to all
my fans, supporters, friends, and family
and love to all of you who have been hurt
by religion, wherever you may currently
be on your journey.
3. What are some of the challenges to
playing Cairn in full? How did/are you
preparing?
There are plenty of challenges to playing
"Cairn" in full. It is a long, complex album
with sprawling songs. It has taken a great
commitment from my bandmates and
myself in the form of time and energy to
learn this beast.

I am so excited to have the opportunity
to play festivals and tours, so thankful to
be on a record label that enables me to
more easily make albums.

Given the restrictions of modern adult life,
the four of us are only able to meet once a
week for a few hours. We practice every
week and have been since November,
learning it as thoroughly as possible and
practicing it as many times as we can so
we can bring the best result to Roadburn.

Moreover, certain parts have to get
adapted for the live setting and new,
necessary gear pieces have to get dialed in
order to achieve some of the more
intricate atmospheres heard on the album.
It's been quite an undertaking but I'm
feeling good about it.

within the realm of respect for my anxiety
and exhaustion.

Some of what I hope to catch: Red
Sparowes, Earth, Dylan Carlson, Dungen,
False, Lingua Ignota, Primitive Man,
SRSQ.
4. What bands are you planning to
catch at Roadburn?
To be completely honest, I commonly
find it difficult to both be working and
attending a festival, and walk away
having seen far fewer artists than I had
hoped. I think other artists can probably
understand this, how shows/fests can get
stressful and busy, quickly eating up your
personal enjoyment, presence, and
capacity for being an audience member in
that environment. The transition is
difficult.
That being said, I am obviously excited
about a lot of the artists at this year's fest
and am going to make my best effort to
watch as much music as possible,

More info on Mizmor at:
https://mizmor.bandcamp.com
Facebook - whollydoomedblackmetal
Instagram @whollydoomedblackmetal

The One That Got Away
But didn’t thanks to Virtual Roadburn 2020!
Well, that took off on an unexpected
flight. When Peter Huibers made the
Facebook group yesterday, I was one of
the first to enter, made admin and do the
first posts on there. Happily so, even, as I
was already doing exactly what the
group is now doing: me and my
Roadburn
buddies
were
already
discussing what to bring, where to pitch
our tent, what time to plan arrival, first
bands to catch, etcetera since waking up
on Wednesday morning. We wouldn’t be
put down or discouraged by this year’s
postponement of our beloved pilgrimage.
Let’s virtually keep this going, for the
fun and consolation of it!
Little did we know that the group would
explode like it has, with close to 1000
members at the time of writing (946 to
be precise). Absolutely amazing. It
shows just how vital an experience
Roadburn is for its attendees. We love to
spend 4 days online being in Weirdo
Canyon, 013, the new Terminal and
Engine Room, het Buitenbeentje, all
hotels, the campsite, Little Devil and all
those familiar places without actually
setting a foot there. Anything is better
than having to do a year without, right?
And I must say, with all your posts, I
actually feel very much there. It’s
amazing to see everything that makes
Roadburn what it is, your shared
experiences and the mutual love for
everything heavy really shines and are
the backbone of the festival we love so
much. It’s like it is really happening.
And you know what: it actually is,

because of all of you participating in this.
Thank you for that.
This Weirdo Canyon Dispatch is a bit
different and put together last minute, but
we actually used a lot of material you
would have seen in the actual printed
version as well. Hopefully, this way,
Roadburn is even a little bit more real for
you. And with all the Q&A’s, livestreams
and dj-parties happening on all the
Roadburn channels, together with the
Spotify playlists and a homemade
kapsalon or friet/patat, you aren’t missing
too much!
I have to hurry. It’s now 3:05 pm and
James Kent & Johannes Person are almost
starting. Have to run to the Main Stage,
but I’ll inevitably run in to some friends
or familiars on the way there. To be
honest, I’m still a bit hungover from last
night (we always party too hard on the
first day) and haven’t had much sleep, so
running might not be the best idea. I’ll
quickly grab a Grand Prestige from the
bar outside to level things again and sneak
my way in. Front right, if anybody is
looking for me.
I hope everybody will have as much fun as
we're having in the group. I know Walter
definitely is! He’s having the best time.
Wonder how that lost band member story
will end…
Take care and see you around!
- Jeriël van der Land

Radio Roadburn
This weekend a collaboration between TELG collective and local radio-station OT
Radio will try to bring some solace to bruised hearts by dedicating a 3 day
programming of live-streaming online as well as on air. An ample array of DJ’s and
artists will attempt to pay rightful tribute to the diversity of wonders we as a city have
so abundantly been given over the past two decades.
From Tilburg with love; for Roadburners by Roadburners.

And don’t forget to join the Facebook group

‘A group where everyone is pretending to be at Roadburn 2020’
The virtual Roadburn where you can share your stories of the past, present and future

Here’s To Roadburn 2021!
See You All There
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